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ABSTRACT
I offer here a new theory of moral agency –why
people are ethical, why they are not, and how to get them to be
more ethical. I look broadly at evidence from the new brain
sciences, systems theory, and Spinoza’s philosophy to address
the question. Spinoza’s vision of the infinitely expansive
boundaries of the self as we progressively take in and embrace
the world, and also extrude ourselves into the universe, forms
the basis for rethinking moral agency and moral psychology.
His vision opens up a broader swathe of the evidence coming
out of both the theory of complex adaptive systems and also out
of the new brain sciences than is usually thought of as relevant
to exploring and understanding what makes us moral beings. It
points us toward the pertinence of understanding moral agency
in terms of nested complex adaptive systems.
Keywords: Spinoza, moral agency, complex adaptive
systems, affective neuroscience
Introduction
I argue here that it is a sense of self as spanning mindbody and world that is the origin and nature of our moral
investment and agency in the world. We locate our basic
biological sense of self-preservation and self-furthering in a self
distributed beyond our skin into our environments, natural and
human. This is why we care about the world and why it is the
arena of our moral concern and of our ideals.1 In this paper I
review some of the mounting evidence that the scope of the self
as moral agent, of who is performing a given moral action, can
be extended into the environment as extensions of self and also
distributed beyond the individual to groups, and even
encompass at times whole contexts. The scope of the self as
actor, its agency, can in certain circumstances be laid at the feet
of social-cultural-historical systems, spanning time and place
and even generations.
The self is permeable and relational (as well as selfpromoting, self-protecting, and self-furthering) –rather than
closed and discrete and playing out its own internal program
upon the world stage. Neurological body maps literally extend
the ‘me’ to include the hammer I use when I nail the picture on
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the wall or the car when I’m driving. Research reveals that the
feeling I have that Tessie, my metallic light blue Acura, is an
extension of my body when I drive in fact reflects the neural
reality. For my body maps are extended to include its
proportions and motions as within the bounds of my self that I
feel and control. They are mapped within the ‘body mandala’,
so to speak. There is a ‘tool-body unification’ or extension.
There is also a certain amount of space surrounding our body,
‘peripersonal space’, that is like a bubble around us that is
included in our neural self-maps.2 The expansion to include
tools and other objects that we use to do things and carry out
our aims, as well as all kinds of biographical and cultural and
familial information, is now referred to in neuroscience as the
Extended Self.
The philosopher Andy Clark, in his 2008 book,
Supersizing the Mind, has written about how the mind spills
over into the world.3 When he argues in this book that the mind
is ‘extended’ he means that “at least some aspects of human
cognition … [are] realized by the ongoing work of the body
and/or the extraorganismic environment,” so that the “physical
mechanisms of the mind … are not all in the head” and in our
central nervous system.4 When we use a computer or a pad of
paper, a calculator or our address book, our mind has both
distributed memory and even operations outside itself.
This view of the matter radically complicates and
reconfigures the nature of the relationship between mind and
world, the neurophilosopher David Chalmers.5 Andy Clark
says that we have “a fundamentally misconceived vision … that
depicts us as ‘locked-in’ agents –as beings whose minds and
physical abilities are fixed quantities apt (at best) for mere
support and scaffolding by their best tolls and technologies.”
He proposes instead that our “minds and bodies are essentially
open to episodes of deep and transformative restructuring in
which new equipment (both physical and ‘mental’) can become
quite literally incorporated into the thinking and acting systems
that we identify as our minds and bodies.”6 As an example
Clark mentions a robot arm, an arm that extends one’s reach
and gets mapped into self-maps whose scope now includes its
reach.
Clark’s analysis supports what Antonio Damasio
proposed about the incorporation of the extended biographical
and cultural aspects of the self in a third level of self-mapping:
becoming and being a self, on the one hand, and responding to
and incorporating multifaceted contexts are one and the same
ongoing process. Yet there is more. For we not only discover
the world within us but we also discover ourselves in the world,
identifying ourselves with parts of it. The psychoanalysts call
this Projective Identification. Philosophers since Spinoza have
referred to the Group Mind. Psychologists have studied Mass
Psychology. And neuro-philosophers have begun to explore the
phenomenon of Distributed Agency, a subject of action that is
larger than the individual. The Distributed Self leaks out of its
boundaries of the skin, and can even feel itself somewhere else
entirely outside the body. We can call this: The I that is We.
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‘The I that Is We’
“Humans are collective thinkers, who
rarely solve problems without input from the
distributed cognitive systems of culture.”7
-Merlin Donald
“Where do you stop, and where does the
rest of the world begin? There is no reason to
suppose that the critical boundary is found in our
brains or our skin.”8

when thinking is likened to a computer program are coming to
an end. As the UC Berkeley philosopher Alva Noë puts it in his
book, Out of Our Heads: Why You Are Not Your Brain, and
Other Lessons from the Biology of Consciousness, the standard
view, not only in philosophy but in neuroscience, has been that
“we are brains in vats on life support. Our skulls are the vats
and our bodies the life-support system.”9 But that standard view
is turning out to be wrong.

One of the things that the old view assumed was that
it made no difference whether thinking takes place in an
embodied person embedded in its environment or instead in a
machine or something else. So a good analogy to the way
-Alva Noë
thinking was supposed to work was a television. You could see
I approach the discovery of the self beyond itself and a movie in a theatre, on TV, or on your computer and it
in the world from a number of angles. The evidence is building wouldn’t matter much except for the scale and the clarity. But
for the extension of our selves into our tools and computers and the movie was the movie just different technology bringing it to
pencils, into robot arms and cell phones and, of course, our
you. But that’s not the way the mind is turning out to work.
cars; and for the distribution of our sense of self into shared
Instead, and contrary to decades of the dominance of
environments and contexts, from culture and family to nation,
to school and neighborhood, to generation and church. Here we the standard ‘movie’ account in cognitive science, the ways that
the brain is biologically, neurologically, and ecologically
find the source of a sense of distributed agency, that it can be
constructed are coming to be appreciated as supremely relevant
the group, rather than the individual, who is performing an
to the content of the mind. The mind is not a computer running
action or making a decision. There is growing evidence of a
a discrete genetic or other kind of internally constructed
distributed self from widely different quarters: from
program that would be the same on any type of hardware. That
psychological studies of infants in their development of ‘coconsciousness’, a shared world and a self co-constructed by self computer or media metaphor, a metaphor that has driven a great
and environment; from studies of our unconscious thinking and deal of research, is simply misguided when it comes to human
thinking. For the body-in-context shapes the mind –and the
feeling, which reveal that each of us has a number of implicit
content of the mind—in crucial respects rather than merely
working self-concepts rooted in two-person repertoires that
arise from self-with-significant other (mother, father, siblings, underlying it.
and the like) relational patterns ingrained in early childhood and
The new conception of the mind is that it is not only
triggered ever anew by the environment; from the surprising
embodied but also embedded in its environment: in its contexts
neurobiology of out-of-body experiences that reveal that we can and situations and histories and communities of all kinds, social
discover our feeling of self outside of our bodies and lodged in and cultural and linguistic and natural. As Alva Noë puts it,
parts of the environment; from the neurochemistry of the selfother boundary, a boundary that breaks down and enables the
The limitations of the
other to feel like self in empathy and love but also in shared
computer model of the mind are the
anger and fear; from the discovery of mirror neurons, brains
limitations of any approach to mind
cells in others when they act, which directly cause homologous
that restricts itself to the internal states
brain cells to fire in mere observers of the action, creating a
of individuals. 10 … The content of
shared experience of actor and observer from the inside; and
experience—what we experience—is
from the sociological analysis and meta-analysis of success and
the world; in the world’s absence we
intelligence, whose findings identify the major causes of
are deprived of content. 11
outstanding individual achievement as environmental, social
Finally, in addition to the embodiment and
and cultural, rather than individual or genetic.
embeddedness theses, there is the extendedness and distribution
Taken together the amassing evidence ought to begin thesis. This is the claim that the mind is not confined to the
to change where we look when we we’re searching for ethics.
skull. It means that, “the boundaries of cognition extend beyond
We should begin to look not inside the individual, as we have
the boundaries of individual organisms,”12 because “the skull is
assumed, but rather outside, in the environment. Some
not a magical membrane.” Instead, both what’s in the mind but
philosophers and other theorists have begun to do just that.
also who’s doing the thinking and acting are “boundary
crossing” and “world involving.”13 That’s an idea that ‘blows
There is a growing movement to rethink thinking, and your mind’, blows it open—literally!
the mind more generally, as embodied and embedded in its
environments. So the mind is not a brain in a vat. The days
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Our thinking and our acting are not separated, as we
tend to think of them as cognitive reflection on, and an internal
picture (representation) of, a world separated from ourselves
upon which we take independent action. Instead, perception and
cognition depend upon and are crucially constructed by the way
we interact with the world. Cognition is now being shown to
involve the sensory motor brain, that is, “motor capacities,
abilities, and habits.”14 This may occur both ‘online’, so to
speak, and ‘offline’. Action and cognition are, in some not yet
fully delineated or completely understood ways, bundled
together, causally interdependent, rather than discrete and
independent processes. Our perception is interdependent with
bodily motor relationships –which is to say perception is an
interaction with its environment and what is perceived is the
interaction, rather than a self-removed grasp of the external
environment per se.
The theory of how perception is shaped by how we
interact with things was first put forth in the 1960s by
psychologist, James Jerome Gibson of Cornell University.
Gibson theorized that we –and animals as well, Gibson
proposed-- do not perceive objects, or the environment more
generally, objectively in terms of the shape and volume of
objects. Instead, we perceive the environment and objects in
terms of how we envision how we can interact with them; we
do not see objects per se but rather “affordances that make
possible and facilitate certain actions.” The Blakeslees explain
what Gibson meant by ‘affordances’ by suggesting that,
“handles afford grasping. Stairs afford stepping. Knobs afford
turning. Hammers afford smashing.” We perceive the world,
according to Gibson, “through an automatic filter of
affordances.”15 As the Blakeslees put it:
Your perception of a scene is not
just the sum of its geometry, spatial
relations, light, shadow, and color.
Perception streams not just through
your eyes, ears, nose, and skin, but is
automatically processed through your
body mandala to render your
perceptions in terms of their
affordances. That is generally true of
primates, whose body mandalas have
grown so rich with hand and arm and
fine manipulation mapping, and even
more so for you, a human animal.16

of others, all seem to be integrated together in a context that
includes self and environment mutually interacting. We are
within systems.
What we believed to be discrete and bounded mental
processes that ‘we’ then in some sense preside over from above
and bring together, are turning out to be more intimately bound
together from the start and all the way up the line. There is no
independent ‘we’ or ‘I’ outside of these bundled perceptual,
conceptual, affective, and enactive processes and self-world
environments; there is no ‘I’ who stands above them as if they
belong to someone else or are distant parts of the world, and
looks down upon them –the body as if ‘other’ in Cartesian
fashion—from the perspective of an inner mental ‘I’ who then
decides or feels or chooses or acts. As Alva Noë puts it:
Scientists seem to represent us as
if we were strangers in a strange
land.17 … Our relation to the world is
not that of an interpreter. … Our
relation to the world is not that of a
creator. The world is bigger than we
are; what we are able to do is to be
open to it.” 18
Openness to the World: Cognitive Externalism and
Distributed Agency
"It's not what is inside the head that is important, it's what
the head is inside of."
--James Jerome Gibson
“Human decision making is most commonly a culturally
determined process … When the individual ‘makes’ a decision,
that decision has usually been made within a wider framework
of distributed cognition, and in many instances, it is fair to ask
whether the decision was really made by the distributed
cognitive cultural system itself, with the individual reduced to a
subsidiary role. … Distributed systems are able to change
where in the system each component that influences a certain
decision is located.” 19
--Merlin Donald

Openness to the world would seem to be our
fundamental posture. We are of the world and in it, engaged in
and engaging the environment and our many contexts. The
misleading but dominant metaphor of ‘seeing’ as our basic
relation to the world obscures this reality. Seeing places us too
much on the outside looking in. Let’s replace sight with touch.
If thinking, and even our basic perceptions of the
If we think of ourselves as fundamentally touching and being
world around us, are not separate and separable from acting,
touched, acting and being acted upon, and acting together with
then moral agency cannot be, as we tend to assume, about
others, then we can grasp our fundamental openness. Each of us
understanding and assessing situations from a removed
can come to be aware of ever-larger contexts and environments
perspective, and then subsequently, rationally and
in which we are embedded, as affecting and being affected. The
independently, choosing the right action. For on the new model mere local context we grasp is too narrow to contain or explain
all three are bound together—perhaps in the way that emotions the scope of the openness of the self. The self we are and with
and cognition have been found to be bound together in neural
which we can identify moves ever outward. We discover our
packages and pathways.
thinking, emotion, and action as a product of the group and of
And mirror neurons also lend support to the view that ever-wider contexts and environments. We come to know
ourselves by discovering ourselves beyond ourselves. The self
we act out scenarios as the basis of understanding others’
actions. Motor schemas seem to be far more than about action is distributed.
The brain interacts with the world in ways that
as the scientific terminology has characterized them.
Perception, emotion, action, cognition, empathic understanding influence our perception itself. Pivotal findings of neuroscience,
14
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particularly those of Jaak Panksepp,20 about the crucial role of
action in perception were anticipated by the philosopher Susan
Hurley beginning in the 1990s, and especially in her first great
breakthrough work, Consciousness in Action.21 Her insights go
a long way to explaining and establishing that the boundary
between self and world is not set by our skin. Instead, patterns
of interaction are what thinking is all about. In Consciousness in
Action Hurley argued that action is distributed among mind,
body, and world rather than being attributable to the individual
alone. And her conjecture has turned out to have a great deal of
neurobiological evidence in support of it.
Hurley argues that our standard (and generally
unconscious) assumption, that perception and action operate
according to an input-output model, is simply incorrect. This
means that we do not simply have sensory faculties that bring
us (raw) data from the world (input), which we make sense of
according to some internal genetic or other program, and then
act upon (output). We falsely presume that the mind is bounded
in a way that separates it/us from the world, so that input and
output are distinct processes.
Alva Noë explains that, “We are not world
representers. … Our worlds are not confined to what is inside
us, memorized, represented.” Instead, “we live in extended
worlds” that are “reachable” rather than “depicted.” 22 By
trying to rid us of the presumption that we are ‘representers’,
Hurley is banishing our sense of ourselves as observers of the
world rather than participants in it. She is banishing the
metaphor of ‘seeing’. Another way to put it is that we are not
somehow separate from the world, our brains constructing a
common intersubjective internal world by imposing standard
patterns upon a chaos of disorganized perceptual data that are,
thereby, structured in meaningful ways. These subjective and
intersubjective constructions, the standard story goes, then play
out as films going on in our heads that have a tenuous relation
to the actual external world. We are locked in. Hurley sets out
to refute this view that the mind is an internal program playing
out upon a world stage.
Part of the conceptual problem, she says, is that we
tend to focus almost exclusively on the input to output
direction: how the mind structures incoming percepts. And we
tend to ignore the functions from output back to inputs, or, “the
way environments, including linguistic environments, transform
and reflect outputs from the human organism.” In other words,
the world we encounter is not an unstructured arena of chaotic
raw data but in fact is (pre-)structured by human practices,
linguistic meanings, institutions, histories, cultures, and nature
itself. So both directions are just as complex, Hurley remarks;
and not only that, they “are causally continuous.” “To
understand the mind’s place in the world,” she goes on, “we
should study these complex dynamic processes as a system,
not just the truncated internal portion of them.” Our place in
the world is “a complex dynamic feedback system [that]
includes not just functions from input to output, but also
feedback functions from output to input, some internal to the
organism [that is, from internal data about the body’s state back
to the mind], others passing through the environment before
returning.”

Hurley also challenges the notion that the contents of
our mind and the structuring of the mind are independent of the
world, and the world we take in is independent of the mind. Her
book is an extended argument for Externalism, the view that the
self is in the world and that self and environment are related in
and as interacting open systems. What that means is that there is
nothing that is either ‘pure self’ or ‘pure environment’. Hurley
says that the Externalism she advocates is a version of
Contextualism. Both are always interactively constituted:
The revolution that began
with Kant’s arguments about
perceptual experience should be
carried through to agency. Action is
no more pure output than perception is
pure input. The whole of the InputOutput picture should be rejected, not
just half of it.
When we act, we create a relationship to the
environmental context we inhabit, and that relationship both
influences what we perceive, on the one hand, and also
structures the mind’s way of perceiving.
It is a mistake to confuse the vehicle with the content.
The fact that we have neural architecture that makes possible a
sense of self, does not mean that the content of that self is also a
product of that architecture alone. Nor are our minds
completely passively determined by the. Instead we can
understand the internal neural architecture as making possible
openness to the world and shaping by the world along with our
shaping of the world. Person and world are relational,
interactional, and also contextual.23
The themes of Hurley’s revised approach to the mind
–decentralization, self-organizing systems, context dependence,
feedback, emergence—have resonance in research programs in
connectionism, dynamic systems theory, and artificial life.
She remarks that the input-output view in ethics, presupposes
and bolsters the claim of free will, for it conceives us human
beings as originating sources of causal chains. Hurley gives a
deathblow to free will since it envisions human beings, instead,
as contextually embedded in natural and social causal networks
and webs.24
Complex Adaptive Systems
Human cognitive processes are inherently social,
interactive, personal, biological, and neurological, which is to
say that a variety of systems develop and depend on one
another in complex ways.25
--William J. Clancey
“The mind leaks out into the world, and cognitive
activity is distributed across individuals and situations. This is
not your grandmother’s metaphysics of mind: this is a brave
new world. Why should anyone believe it?
“One part of the answer lies in the promise of
dynamical systems theory … as an approach to modeling
cognition. … Insofar as the mind is a dynamical system, it is
natural to think of it as extending not just into the body but also
into the world. The result is a radical challenge to traditional
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ways of thinking about the mind, Cartesian internalism in
particular.”26

--John H. Holland
“Complex adaptive systems [are] those that learn or
evolve in the way that living systems do. A child learning a
--Philip Robbins and Murat Aydede
language, bacteria developing resistance to antibiotics, and the
The insight that a person is an open system in relation human scientific enterprise are all discussed as examples of
complex adaptive systems.”30
to other open systems, natural and cultural, has begun to be
--Murray Gell-Mann
rigorously articulated and theoretically worked out in the
The human person is not only an open system within
developing field of Systems Theory. Accoring to theorist
others but also adapts. Complex adaptive systems are a special
William J. Clancey:
kind of system. Adaptive systems are those in which emergence
An all-encompassing generalization is
and self-organization hold sway.
the perspective of complex systems. From an
The control in a complex adaptive system is
investigative standpoint, the one essential
decentralized and widely distributed, rather than being under
theoretical move is contextualization (perhaps
some central control. The patterns of activity arise or emerge
stated as ‘antilocalization…: we cannot locate
from the interactions of the agents rather than from some
meaning in the text, life in the cell, the person
overall plan. Nevertheless there is dynamic stability,
in the body, knowledge in the brain, a memory
identifiable patterns that are neither utterly chaotic nor
in a neuron. Rather, these are all active,
substantially fixed. These patterns evolve, changing over time
dynamic processes, existing only in interactive
as the system itself changes and evolves. It is the individual
behaviors of cultural, social, biological, and
‘agents’ in the system that, from their location and environment,
physical environment systems.
develop adaptive behavior.31 They exhibit the same patterns of
A self, according to this approach is ‘self-organizing’ and
the whole at various scales within the system. Learning is an
‘unfolding’ and always contextualized or ‘situated’.27
important feature of complex adaptive systems even though
Thinking about human behavior in terms of systems there is no central consciousness involved. And they are highly
resilient. Ever increasing diversity is an important feature of
changes dramatically the way we conceive agency, what it
Complex Adaptive Systems and crucial to their capacity to
means to act and who is doing the acting. That is the
adapt and survive.
conclusion of the computer scientist Merlin Donald of Case
Western University. In an article, “How Culture and Brain
Mechanisms Interact in Decision Making,” Donald argues that
although decision-making “seems to be a very private thing:
individualized, personal, and confined to the brain,” when
looked at from system theory, we realize that culture is a major
factor in how the brain self-organizes during development, both
in its patterns of connectivity and in its large-scale functional
architecture.28 So it is the system that makes the decision: “The
mechanisms in such decisions must be regarded as hybrid
systems in which both brain and culture play a role.” Donald, of
course, does not deny that decisions are made in individual
brains. Nevertheless, he points out that “human brains … are
closely interconnected with, and embedded in, the distributed
networks of culture” that “define the decision-space.”

Diversity in Complex Adaptive Systems
The hallmark of complex adaptive systems is perpetual novelty,
according to John Holland. Diversity arises from how this kind
of system recycles its resources. ! The Recycling Effect
produces resources available to be used in new environmental
niches and these niches are filled by increasingly diverse
species. For “each new adaptation opens the possibility for
further interactions and new niches.”32 A complex adaptive
system does not settle into locked-in patterns but keeps
producing change.
It is the particular niche that defines the kind of
diversity that will arise. In evolution, what this results in is
convergence. It is necessary for the ongoing evolution of the
system.
To discover who is actually acting in a given case, all Conclusion
the facts need to be taken into account and then analyzed from
How can thinking in terms of complex adaptive
multiple standpoints, from the brain sciences to organizational
systems
help
us rethink moral agency and come up with ways to
behavior to culture and history, etc., etc. Only through this
make societies and all kinds of groups function more ethically?
multidisciplinary approach can the attribution of agency and
responsibility be accurately distributed across people and levels Crucially, complex adaptive systems theory suggests that to
change the person we need to look at the system. Interventions
of organization and participation and authority.
in context and environment rather than in the brain or mind of
“Complex adaptive systems are quite different from
the person (whether through drugs or the training of the
most systems that have been studied scientifically. They exhibit individual will) seem to be the place to start.
coherence under change, via conditional action and
Diversity is crucial, too. We need to think about
anticipation, and they do so without central direction.”29
diversity and its role in complex adaptive systems to ensure
their ongoing vitality and continuing evolution. In social
26
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disrupt the stable social system, sparking a more complex and
inclusive reordering and reintegration.
There is a tradeoff between closure to variation and
the resulting static internal coherence, on the one hand, and on
the other, openness so great that the system cannot
accommodate the differences fast enough through internal
systemic reintegration.
Spinoza theorized a systems theory of ethics that was
perpetually reorganizing at the brink or ‘edge’ of chaos. He
advocated a personal maximal openness to others and to the
world while retaining the capacity for dynamic selforganization. Each of us ought to cultivate an openness to
others that doesn’t overwhelm us but can be integrated into our
sense of self and what we care about through both
understanding and the increased capacity for empathic
identification, standing in the other’s shoes, perspective taking,
and also openness to critique and self-critique. As a friend puts
it, it’s not just about tolerating differences but finding in oneself
the capacity to enlarge one’s empathic acceptance and capacity
to learn from others about themselves and also about one’s own
self from another’s perspective. So ongoing diversity is
necessary to the overcoming of self-deception, dogmatism, and
denial –our most ubiquitous and corruptive moral dangers,
those of ‘selfiness’.
We can now rethink the problem of ‘selfiness’ from a
systems perspective. ‘Selfiness’ is the attempt to maintain a
narrow systematicity and coherence that won’t allow in
challenging data from others or even from the implicit
meanings and intentions of our own actions. Selfiness tends
toward the refusal to acknowledge that one is a part of larger
systems, cultural, social, and natural. It is the arrogance of the
myth of self-creation, of free will. The overcoming of narrow
selfiness of this kind in an expansive self-coherence that
enlarges the self to include more of the world and others is a
lofty ideal for the individual and a noble and difficult path. It is
also a rare one, as Spinoza pointed out.33
A Final Word on Spinoza
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Spinoza anticipated Externalism and Systems
Theory34 and he rethought moral agency in terms of them. He
envisioned Nature as a network, a system of causes at all levels
from the cultural to that of physics. Each person, animal, or
thing was a location in the system of networks, a location that
defined the point in the open dynamic systems within systems
that is the infinite universe. He regarded each person not as a
static thing or quasi-genetic program but instead as what he
called a ‘ratio’. Each is an open system within open systems,
and each system at every level strives to maintain its internal
homeodynamic organization while being open to the larger
systems, environments, which were its constitutive causes and
to which it also contributed.
For Spinoza the self strives to become a more
internally coherent, self-organizing internalization of its
immediate world—Spinoza calls that dynamic well-functioning
of self as a coherent system, ‘activity’-- and then of its more
distant environments. The paradox and irony is that to be truly
yourself is to be your world, and ultimately the universe that
created you.
To be this self is to be this point in the universe, and it
took the whole universe up till now to produce any given ‘me’.
So to attain what he regarded as a state of personal autonomy,
or ‘freedom’, as he called it, to achieve the spiritual and moral
psychological aim of The Ethics, was to come to understand and
own as self all that has come to make up this biologically,
psychologically, socially, culturally, historically, biographically
and of course today we would include cosmologically and
quantum mechanically, etc., etc, situated and constructed self.
The world thus is systematically introduced into the
self as causes of the self and hence as self –but in the doing the
self now flips and sees itself in terms of its world, in terms of
those parts of the world that appear now as personally
constitutive, and there is no limit to that centrifugal force. We
are in principle at home in the universe and our freedom lies in
making that real to ourselves. The environment is not foreign
but constitutive. So the outcome and irony of autonomy is that
its achievement only comes to fruition in the embrace of the
environment and of those things within the environment in
which one now sees oneself, and progressively more so to
infinity. To see aspects of the environment as ‘self’, rather than
only as ‘other’, is to feel the world not as merely external limit
to the self but as constitutive of the self and the self as
distributed to and contained within its environment. We have
arrived at a familiar place but from a new directions: We have
come to love the other as the self—literally.
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